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Mariner Books, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Captivating. --Wall Street Journal An absorbing read, the debut of another great series. --
San Jose Mercury News A labyrinthine plot, a splendid reveal, and superb evocation of the wafer-
thin veneer of glamour at the bottom end of showbusiness . . . Thoroughly enjoyable. --Guardian
Brighton, 1950. A girl is found cut in three, and Detective Inspector Edgar Stephens is convinced the
killer is mimicking a famous magic trick--the Zig Zag Girl. The inventor of the trick, Max Mephisto,
served with Edgar in a special ops troop called the Magic Men that used stage illusions to confound
the enemy. Max still performs, touring with ventriloquists, sword-swallowers, and dancing girls.
When Edgar asks for his help with the case, Max tells him to identify the victim quickly; it takes a
special sidekick to do the Zig Zag Girl--words that haunt Max when he learns the dead girl is Ethel,
one of his best assistants to date. Another death, another magic trick, and still no killer. But when
Edgar receives a letter warning of another trick on the way--the Wolf Trap--he knows the Magic Men
are in the...
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This ebook will not be simple to start on looking at but really enjoyable to read. It is one of the most awesome book we have study. Your life span is going to
be transform when you complete looking over this pdf.
-- K a yla  Gutkowski-- K a yla  Gutkowski

The ideal pdf i at any time go through. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom Its been developed in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is just
soon after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically altered me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Seth Tr eutel II--  Seth Tr eutel II
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